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(54) ELEVATOR CONTROL DEVICE

(57) There is provided an elevator control device that
can flexibly determine the permission of temporary inval-
idation of non-service function, and therefore can im-
prove the security. For this purpose, the elevator control
device having a non-service function of prohibiting the
registration of call to each of floors includes a non-service
level setting part which sets two non-service levels of
level 1 and level 2 for each of the floors, a call registration
part for a user to perform a call registration operation for

a desired floor, and a call registration control part in which
when the call registration part is operated, in the case
where level 1 or level 2 has been set for the desired floor,
prohibits a registration of call to that floor, and in the case
where neither level 1 nor level 2 has been set for the
desired floor, performs the registration of call to that floor.
Even if level 1 has been set for the desired floor, in the
case where a temporary cancel signal designating that
floor has been inputted, the call to that floor is registered.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an elevator
control device.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, in a building in which an eleva-
tor has been installed, in the case where there has been
a floor on which general users need not get on and off a
car because that floor is not leased to any tenant or that
floor is an office floor or a floor on which it is necessary
to prohibit the user from getting on and off a car depend-
ing on a time zone, there has been provided an elevator
having a non-service function of prohibiting the registra-
tion of hall call and car call to that floor.
[0003] As the conventional elevator having such a non-
service function, there has been known an elevator in
which, to make possible for a specific card possessor to
move to a specific floor using an elevator, a floor stored
in the card is read by using a card reader, and the non-
service function to the read floor is invalidated, whereby
it is made possible to register the call to that floor by the
operation of a car call button in the elevator car, and the
car call button lamp corresponding to that floor is lighted
(for example, refer to Patent Literature 1).
[0004] Likewise, as the conventional elevator having
the non-service function, there has been known an ele-
vator in which a floor stored in the card is read by using
the card reader installed on the standard floor of building,
and the non-service function to the read floor is invalidat-
ed, whereby the elevator is operated independently be-
tween the standard floor and that floor (for example, refer
to Patent Literature 2).
[0005] Also, as an elevator installed in collective hous-
ing, there has conventionally been known an elevator in
which an entrance door is unlocked by the collation of an
ID collation device installed at the entrance of the collec-
tive housing, and when it is detected that the user has
gotten into the elevator car after the car has arrived at
the entrance floor, the destination floor is registered au-
tomatically, and the car call except the entrance floor is
made unregisterable (for example, refer to Patent Liter-
ature 3).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0006]

Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
05-058564
Patent Literature 2: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
03-083774
Patent Literature 3: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.

2005-247439

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] As described above, for the conventional ele-
vators described in Patent Literatures 1 to 3, the non-
service function is invalidated temporarily by the collation
using a card or the like means, and the call to a specific
floor is made registerable.
[0008] Unfortunately, for the conventional elevators
described in these Patent Literatures, when the collation
using a card or the like means is accomplished, the non-
service function to the specific floor is always invalidated
undesirably. Therefore, these conventional elevators
have a problem that even in the case where it is desirable
that the non-service function to the specific floor be main-
tained even when the collation using a card or the like
means is accomplished in a specific time zone, for ex-
ample, at night, it is difficult to maintain the non-service
state.
[0009] The present invention has been made to solve
the above-described problem, and accordingly an object
thereof is to provide an elevator control device that can
flexibly determine, for a certain floor, whether temporary
invalidation of non-service function is allowed or the non-
service state is maintained, and therefore can improve
the security of the building in which the elevator is in-
stalled.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0010] An elevator control device according to the
present invention, which has a non-service function of
prohibiting the registration of call to each of floors of a
building, comprises: a non-service level setting part
which sets two non-service levels of a first non-service
level and a second non-service level for each of the floors;
a call registration part for a user to perform registration
operation of call to a desired floor; and a call registration
control part which, when the call registration part is op-
erated, in the case where the first non-service level or
the second non-service level has been set for the desired
floor, prohibits a registration of call to that floor, and in
the case where neither the first non-service level nor the
second non-service level has been set for the desired
floor, performs the registration of call to that floor, wherein
even if the first non-service level has been set for the
desired floor, in the case where a temporary cancel signal
designating that floor has been inputted, the call regis-
tration control part performs the registration of call to that
floor.

Advantageous Effect of Invention

[0011] The elevator control device in accordance with
the present invention achieves an effect that it can flexibly
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determined, for a certain floor, whether temporary inval-
idation of non-service function is allowed or the non-serv-
ice state is maintained, and therefore the security of the
building in which the elevator is installed can be im-
proved.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the general con-
figuration of the elevator control device relating to a
first embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 2 is a schematic view showing an example of
the elevator operation condition displayed on an el-
evator monitoring panel relating to the first embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figure 3 is a flowchart showing the motion of the
elevator control device relating to the first embodi-
ment of the present invention.

Description of Embodiment

First embodiment

[0013] Figures 1 to 3 relate to a first embodiment of
the present invention. Figure 1 is a block diagram show-
ing the general configuration of the elevator control de-
vice in accordance with the first embodiment, Figure 2 is
a schematic view showing an example of the elevator
operation condition displayed on an elevator monitoring
panel, and Figure 3 is a flowchart showing the motion of
the elevator control device.
[0014] In Figure 1, reference sign 1 denotes a group
control device for controlling the operation of a plurality
of elevator cars as a bank. The group control device 1
has a non-service function of setting a floor to which serv-
ice is not offered by the elevator from among the floors
of the building in which the elevator is installed. The non-
service to a certain floor means that the hall call or car
call to that floor is made unregisterable.
[0015] To realize this non-service function, the group
control device 1 is provided with a non-service level set-
ting part 11 for setting a non-service level for each floor.
The non-service level set by this non-service level setting
part 11 includes two levels of level 1 (a first level) and
level 2 (a second level). Needless to say, the non-service
level setting part 11 can set a state in which non-service
is absent. Therefore, including the state in which non-
service is absent, the non-service state of each floor in-
cludes a total of three stages of non-service absent, level
1, and level 2.
[0016] The non-service level 1 is a non-service level
at which, when a temporary cancel signal (described lat-
er) is sent from the outside of the group control device
1, the non-service of that floor is canceled temporarily,
and the hall call and car call to that floor is made regis-
terable. In contrast, the non-service level 2 is a non-serv-

ice level at which, even if the temporary cancel signal is
sent from the outside of the group control device 1, the
temporary canceling of non-service of that floor is not
allowed. That is, the non-service state of that floor is
maintained, and the hall call and car call to that floor is
still unregisterable.
[0017] The operation of each of the plurality of elevator
cars is controlled by a car control device (car control de-
vice A 2a, car control device B 2b) provided for each
elevator car. The car control device A 2a and car control
device B 2b control the operation of each elevator car
under the control carried out by the group control device
1. In each of the elevator cars, there is provided a car
call registration part (car call registration part A 21a, car
call registration part B 21b) for registering the car call to
a service floor that is desired by the user in the car. These
car call registration part A 21a and car call registration
part B 21b each are provided with a car call button for
designating a service floor desired by the user.
[0018] The car control device A 2a and the car control
device B 2b, respectively, are provided with a car call
registration control part A 22a and a car call registration
control part B22b each of which registers a car call based
on the operation contents of the car call registration part
A 21a and the car call registration part B 21b. These car
call registration control part A 22a and car call registration
control part B22b register a car call in which a floor cor-
responding to the car call button of the car call registration
part A 21a and car call registration part B 21b, which is
operated by the user, is a service floor.
[0019] In a hall of each floor, there is provided a hall
call registration device 3 for the user in the hall to register
a hall call to that hall. The hall call registration device 3
is provided with an upward direction button for registering
an upward hall call and a downward direction button for
registering a downward hall call (however, on the top
floor and bottom floor, only either one of these buttons
is provided). When the upward direction button or the
downward direction button of the hall call registration de-
vice 3 is operated by the user, this operation content is
sent to the group control device 1.
[0020] The group control device 1 is provided with a
hall call registration control part 12 that registers a hall
call based on the operation content sent from the hall call
registration device 3. When the hall call registration de-
vice 3 is operated, the hall call registration control part
12 confirms the non-service level of the floor on which
this operated hall call registration device 3 is provided,
and judges whether or not the hall call to that floor is
registered. That is, if the non-service level of the floor on
which this operated hall call registration device 3 is pro-
vided has been set to level 1 or level 2, the hall call reg-
istration control part 12 does not register the hall call to
that floor.
[0021] On the other hand, if the non-service level of
that floor is non-service absent, the hall call registration
control part 12 registers the hall call to that floor, and
determines an elevator car assigned to this registered
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hall call. The group control device 1 gives a call response
instruction to the car control device that controls the el-
evator car assigned to the hall call, and the car control
device causes the elevator car to respond to the hall call
in accordance with the call response instruction.
[0022] The group control device 1 is provided with a
non-service level information transmission part 13 that
transmits information on the non-service level set for
each floor by a non-service level setting part 11 to the
car control device A 2a and the car control device B 2b.
When the car call registration part A 21a or the car call
registration part B 21b is operated, on referring to the
non-service level information of each floor transmitted
from the non-service level information transmission part
13, the car control device A 2a and the car control device
B 2b judge whether or not the car call is registered.
[0023] More specifically, when the non-service level of
the service floor corresponding to the car call button of
the car call registration part A 21a and car call registration
part B 21b operated by the user has been set to level 1
or level 2, the car call registration control part A 22a and
the car call registration control part B22b do not register
the car call to that service floor. Inversely, when the non-
service level of that service floor is non-service absent,
the car call registration control part A 22a and the car call
registration control part B22b register the car call to that
service floor.
[0024] A temporary cancel signal input device 4 is used
to input a temporary cancel signal, which temporarily can-
cels the non-service of a designated floor and makes the
hall call and car call to that floor registerable, to the group
control device 1 and the car control device A 2a and car
control device B 2b.
[0025] The temporary cancel signal input device 4 is
configured, for example, by a card reader that reads in-
formation stored in a card possessed by the elevator us-
er. In this example of card reader, when the user causes
the card reader to read the card information, from the
read information, the card reader determines a floor to
which the non-service is to be canceled temporarily, and
inputs the temporary cancel signal designating that floor
to the group control device 1 and the car control device
A 2a and car control device B 2b.
[0026] When the temporary cancel signal is inputted
to the group control device 1 by the temporary cancel
signal input device 4, in the case where the non-service
level of the floor designated by the inputted temporary
cancel signal has been set to level 1, the hall call regis-
tration control part 12 makes the hall call to that floor
registerable during the time from when that temporary
cancel signal is inputted to when predetermined time
elapses.
[0027] Therefore, in the case where the hall call regis-
tration device 3 of the floor designated by a temporary
cancel signal is operated within predetermined time from
when that temporary cancel signal is inputted, the hall
call registration control part 12 registers the hall call to
that floor. When the predetermined time elapses from

when the temporary cancel signal is inputted, the non-
service of that floor becomes valid.
[0028] Also, in the case where the non-service level of
the floor designated by the inputted temporary cancel
signal has been set to level 2, the non-service state of
that floor is maintained. Therefore, even if the hall call
registration device 3 installed on that floor is operated,
the hall call is not registered.
[0029] When a temporary cancel signal is inputted to
the car control device A 2a and the car control device B
2b by the temporary cancel signal input device 4, in the
case where the non-service level of the floor designated
by the inputted temporary cancel signal has been set to
level 1, the hall call in which that floor is a service floor
is made registerable until the predetermined time elapses
from when that temporary cancel signal is inputted.
[0030] Therefore, in the case where the car call button
corresponding to the floor designated by a temporary
cancel signal of the car call registration part A 21a or the
car call registration part B 21b is operated within the pre-
determined time from when that temporary cancel signal
is inputted, the car call registration control part A 22a or
the car call registration control part B22b registers the
car call in which that floor is a service floor. When the
predetermined time elapses from when the temporary
cancel signal is inputted, the non-service of that floor be-
comes valid. The configuration may be such that the car
call registration control part A 22a and the car call regis-
tration control part B22b automatically register the car
call in which the floor designated by the inputted tempo-
rary cancel signal is a service floor.
[0031] Also, in the case where the non-service level of
the floor designated by the inputted temporary cancel
signal has been set to level 2, the non-service state of
that floor is maintained. Therefore, even if the car call
button corresponding to that floor is operated, the car call
is not registered.
[0032] In the case where the non-service levels of both
of level 1 and level 2 have been set for the identical floor
by the non-service level setting part 11, level 2 has pref-
erence. Therefore, even if a temporary cancel signal is
inputted by the temporary cancel signal input device 4,
that floor is kept in a non-service state, and the hall call
and car call to that floor are unregisterable.
[0033] The group control device 1 is provided with a
non-passenger car waiting operation part 14 that causes
a non-passenger car to wait in a door closed state at a
preset predetermined floor when a car becomes in a non-
passenger state in which no user is present in the car.
The predetermined floor at which the non-passenger car
is caused to wait by the non-passenger car waiting op-
eration part 14 may be set so that each car is caused to
wait in each of an upper floor zone and a lower floor zone.
Also, for example, the predetermined floor may be the
primary floor. Further, the floor at which the non-passen-
ger car is caused to wait may be changed depending on
the group-controlled operation pattern.
[0034] In causing the car that has become in a non-
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passenger state to wait at the predetermined floor, the
non-passenger car waiting operation part 14 judges
whether or not the non-passenger car is caused to wait
at the predetermined floor according to the non-service
level of the predetermined floor. Specifically, in the case
where the non-service level of the predetermined floor
has been set to level 1, the waiting at that floor is made
enable. However, in the case where the non-service level
of the predetermined floor has been set to level 2, the
waiting at that floor is made unable. Alternatively, in the
case where the non-service level of the predetermined
floor has been set to either of level 1 and level 2, the
waiting at that floor may be made unable.
[0035] The configuration can be made such that, in the
case where the user is a special VIP (Very Important
Person), by using the temporary cancel signal input de-
vice 4 or any other input means, a notice that the user is
a VIP can be given to the group control device 1 or the
car control device A 2a and car control device B 2b. The
configuration may be made such that, when the notice
that the user is a VIP is given, even if the floor that has
been set to level 1 or level 2 by the non-service level
setting part 11 is present, the non-service of all floors in
the building is made invalid.
[0036] An elevator monitoring panel 5 is used to dis-
play, based on the information sent mainly from the group
control device 1, the operation condition of the elevator
controlled by the group control device 1. The non-service
level information transmission part 13 of the group control
device 1 transmits information on the non-service level
set for each floor to this elevator monitoring panel 5. Also,
the group control device 1 is provided with a non-service
temporary cancel information transmission part 15 that
transmits temporary cancel information on the non-serv-
ice of each floor to the elevator monitoring panel 5 when
a temporary cancel signal is inputted from the temporary
cancel signal input device 4.
[0037] The elevator monitoring panel 5 displays the
elevator operation condition based on the information
sent from the non-service level information transmission
part 13 and the non-service temporary cancel information
transmission part 15. Figure 2 shows an example of the
elevator operation condition displayed on the elevator
monitoring panel 5.
[0038] First, in this example, the non-service levels of
2F, 3F, 5F and 7F have been set to level 1. These non-
service level 1 floors 51, for which the non-service can
be canceled temporarily, each are indicated by one slant
line. Also, the non-service level of 8F has been set to
level 2. This non-service level 2 floor 52, for which the
non-service cannot be canceled temporarily, are indicat-
ed by two slant lines crossing in an X form.
[0039] Further, in this example in Figure 2, a registered
hall call 53 that has been registered and not yet been
responded is expressed by a triangular symbol. The ori-
entation of this triangle indicates the direction (upward
direction or downward direction) of the registered hall call
53. Also, a registered car call 54 that has been registered

and not yet been responded is expressed by a circular
symbol. The position and state (travel direction, whether
or not in a waiting state, and the like) of each elevator
car are expressed by a car position 55.
[0040] In this example, on the elevator monitoring pan-
el 5, both of the non-service level 1 floor 51 and the non-
service level 2 floor 52 are displayed. However, only the
non-service level 2 floor 52 may be displayed.
[0041] Also, when both of the non-service level 1 floor
51 and the non-service level 2 floor 52 are displayed, the
display method of the non-service level 1 floor 51 and
the display method of the non-service level 2 floor 52 are
made different from each other. However, both of the
floors 51 and 52 may be displayed by the identical display
method.
[0042] Further, in the case where both of the non-serv-
ice level 1 floor 51 and the non-service level 2 floor 52
are displayed, the floor for which non-service has been
canceled temporarily when information has been re-
ceived from the non-service temporary cancel informa-
tion transmission part 15 may be displayed as a floor
serviceable during the predetermined time.
[0043] The setting of the non-service level of each floor
using the non-service level setting part 11 may be ac-
complished by a manager using the group control device
1 or may be accomplished by using the elevator moni-
toring panel 5.
[0044] The flowchart of Figure 3 shows the call regis-
tration motion of the elevator control device in this em-
bodiment.
[0045] First, when the hall call registration device 3 or
the car call registration part A 21a or car call registration
part B 21b is operated and a new call occurs regardless
of the kinds of hall call and car call in Step S1, the process
proceeds to Step S2. In Step S2, the hall call registration
control part 12 or the car call registration control part A
22a or car call registration control part B22b judges
whether or not the floor for which the hall call registration
device 3 or the car call registration part A 21a or car call
registration part B 21b has been operated (depressed if
the device or part is a button) is a floor in a non-service
state.
[0046] If it is judged in Step S2 that the floor for which
the hall call registration device 3 or the car call registration
part A 21a or car call registration part B 21b has been
operated (depressed) (hereinafter, referred to as the op-
erated (depressed) floor) is not in the non-service state,
the process proceeds to Step S3. In Step S3, the hall call
registration control part 12 or the car call registration con-
trol part A 22a or car call registration control part B22b
registers the hall call or car call to the operated (de-
pressed) floor, and a series of motion flow is ended.
[0047] If it is judged in Step S2 that the operated (de-
pressed) floor is in the non-service state, the process
proceeds to Step S4. In Step S4, the hall call registration
control part 12 or the car call registration control.part A
22a or car call registration part B22b judges whether or
not the non-service level of the operated (depressed)
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floor is level 1.
[0048] If it is judged in Step S4 that the non-service
level of the operated (depressed) floor is level 1, the proc-
ess proceeds to Step S5. In Step S5, the hall call regis-
tration control part 12 or the car call registration control
part A 22a or car call registration control part B22b judges
whether or not a temporary cancel signal designating the
operated (depressed) floor has been inputted (more ex-
actly, whether or not predetermined time has not elapsed
from when the temporary cancel signal has been input-
ted).
[0049] If it is judged in Step S5 that a temporary cancel
signal designating the operated (depressed) floor has
been inputted, the process proceeds to Step S3. In Step
S3, the hall call registration control part 12 or the car call
registration control part A 22a or car call registration con-
trol part B22b registers the hall call or car call to the op-
erated (depressed) floor, and a series of motion flow is
ended.
[0050] On the other hand, if it is judged in Step S5 that
a temporary cancel signal designating the operated (de-
pressed) floor has not been inputted, the process pro-
ceeds to Step S6. In Step S6, the hall call or car call to
the operated (depressed) floor is not registered, and a
series of motion flow is ended.
[0051] Also, if it is judged in Step S4 that the non-serv-
ice level of the operated (depressed) floor is not level 1,
the non-service level of the operated (depressed) floor
is level 2. In this case, therefore, the process proceeds
to Step S6 without checking the presence or absence of
input of temporary cancel signal. In Step S6, the hall call
or car call to the operated (depressed) floor is not regis-
tered, and a series of motion flow is ended.
[0052] In this embodiment, explanation has been given
of the case where the elevator control device is the group
control device for controlling the operation of a plurality
of elevator cars as a bank. However, the elevator control
device may be a control device that does not carry out
group control, for example, because only one car exists.
In this case, for example, there may be used a control
device in which the functions that the group control device
and the car control devices have are put together.
[0053] Also, in this embodiment, the non-service level
setting part 11 has set the identical non-service level un-
distingishedly without distinguishing hall call from car call
for one floor or, for hall call as well, without distinguishing
upward hall call from downward hall call. However, the
configuration may be made such that the service level
can be set separately for upward hall call, downward hall
call, or car call.
[0054] Further, the configuration may be made such
that the temporary cancel signal inputted by the tempo-
rary cancel signal input device 4 is not inputted directly
to the car control device A 2a and car control device B
2b, but the temporary cancel signal is transmitted from
the non-service temporary cancel information transmis-
sion part 15 of the group control device 1 to the car control
device A 2a and car control device B 2b via the group

control device 1.
[0055] The elevator control device configured as de-
scribed above includes the non-service level setting part
that sets two non-service levels of the first non-service
level and the second non-service level, the call registra-
tion part (hall call registration part, car call registration
part) for a user to perform a call registration operation for
a desired floor, and the call registration control part (hall
call registration control part, car call registration control
part) in which when the call registration part is operated,
in the case where the first non-service level or the second
non-service level for the desired floor has been set, pro-
hibits a registration of call to that floor, and in the case
where neither the first non-service level nor the second
non-service level for the desired floor has been set, per-
forms the registration of call to that floor. The configura-
tion is such that even if the first non-service level has
been set for the desired floor, in the case where the tem-
porary cancel signal designating that floor has been in-
putted, the call registration control part registers the call
to that floor.
[0056] Therefore, it can be flexibly determined, for a
certain floor, whether temporary invalidation of non-serv-
ice function is allowed or the non-service state is main-
tained, and therefore the security of the building in which
the elevator is installed can be improved.

Industrial Applicability

[0057] The present invention can be used for an ele-
vator control device having a non-service function of pro-
hibiting the registration of call to each floor of a building.

Description of Symbols

[0058]

1 group control device
11 non-service level setting part
12 hall call registration control part
13 non-service level information transmission part
14 non-passenger car waiting operation part
15 non-service temporary cancel information trans-

mission part
2a car control device A
2b car control device B
21a car call registration part A
21b car call registration part B
22a car call registration control part A
22b car call registration control part B
3 hall call registration device
4 temporary cancel signal input device
5 elevator monitoring panel
51 non-service level 1 floor
52 non-service level 2 floor
53 registered hall call
54 registered car call
55 car position
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Claims

1. An elevator control device having a non-service func-
tion of prohibiting the registration of call to each of
floors of a building, comprising:

a non-service level setting part which sets two
non-service levels of a first non-service level and
a second non-service level for each of the floors;
a call registration part for a user to perform reg-
istration operation of call to a desired floor; and
a call registration control part which, when the
call registration part is operated, in the case
where the first non-service level or the second
non-service level has been set for the desired
floor, prohibits a registration of call to that floor,
and in the case where neither the first non-serv-
ice level nor the second non-service level has
been set for the desired floor, performs the reg-
istration of call to that floor, wherein
even if the first non-service level has been set
for the desired floor, in the case where a tem-
porary cancel signal designating that floor has
been inputted, the call registration control part
performs the registration of call to that floor.

2. The elevator control device according to claim 1,
wherein
even if the first non-service level has been set for
the desired floor, in the case where the temporary
cancel signal designating that floor has been input-
ted, when the registration operation of call to that
floor is performed within predetermined time from
when the temporary cancel signal is inputted, the
call registration part performs the registration of call
to that floor.

3. The elevator control device according to claim 1 or
2, wherein
the non-service level setting part can set the non-
service level separately for upward hall call, down-
ward hall call, or car call.

4. The elevator control device according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, wherein
even if the first non-service level or the second non-
service level has been set for the desired floor, in
the case where a signal telling that the user is a very
important person has been inputted, the call regis-
tration control part can register the call to all floors
in the building.

5. The elevator control device according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, further comprising:

a non-passenger car waiting operation part
which causes a non-passenger car to wait at a
predetermined floor when an elevator car be-

comes in a non-passenger state; wherein
the non-passenger car waiting operation part
determines whether or not the car is caused to
wait at the predetermined floor according to the
non-service level set for that floor.

6. The elevator control device according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

an elevator monitoring panel which displays the
elevator operation condition; wherein
the elevator monitoring panel displays informa-
tion on the non-service level set for each of the
floors.

7. The elevator control device according to claim 6,
wherein
the elevator monitoring panel displays the informa-
tion so that the floor for which the first non-service
level has been set and the floor for which the second
non-service level has been set can be distinguished
from each other.

8. The elevator control device according to claim 6 or
7, wherein
in the case where, for the floor for which the first non-
service level has been set, the temporary cancel sig-
nal designating that floor has been inputted, the el-
evator monitoring panel displays that floor as a call
registerable floor.
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